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Perspectives

The third quarter of 2020 featured a major rebound in economic 
data amid an intense battle for the presidency and an uncertain 
future for COVID-19 cases as some states are seeing higher 
positivity rates. GDP growth for the quarter is expected to 
come in at +35.2% YoY, higher than analyst expectations, which 
helped to propel equity markets higher during the quarter. 
In addition, the unemployment rate dropped to 7.9% but is 
expected to remain elevated until additional clarity regarding 
COVID-19 becomes available. Below are some highlights from the quarter:

 � Biden is favored over Trump in the election race, as mail-in ballots and 
virtual town halls instead of debates have proven that this election will be 
unlike any before it.

 � The country has widely reopened, though concerns in some larger states of 
increased positivity rates have caused some rollbacks ahead of the winter 
season.

 � A vaccine is in the works and anticipated to be ready by April 2021, with 
widespread vaccinations likely around mid-2021.

 � Schools have moved to a hybrid model of in-person and online classes, 
causing logistical problems for parents as many balance jobs and at-home 
learning.

The election is sure to bring additional volatility through the end of the year. Biden 
and Trump have vastly different tax plans and a Democratic sweep could drive 
a sell-off in equity markets. Economic data is still pending through 3Q, though 
most forecasts show large rebounds in data as states reopened from COVID-19 
closures. Big questions regarding vaccines and if the winter will see a resurgence 
in coronavirus cases remain. We analyze what all of this means for each asset class 
in the remainder of this newsletter.
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FIXED INCOME
The third quarter was primarily characterized by the ongoing rebound and risk-on sentiment since March 
that drove strong returns for credit in anticipation of a potential coronavirus vaccine and the eventual end 
of the pandemic. However, that momentum lost steam towards the end of the quarter as a reminder that 
we are not out of the woods yet. In July and August, spreads tightened and the yield curve steepened 
but that largely reversed in September as vaccine progress and the economic relief package stalled while 
cases resurged in certain regions due in part to back-to-school and social distancing fatigue. While spreads 
across fixed income asset classes have generally tightened closer to their respective long term averages, 
Treasury yields still remain near all-time lows, rising only slightly during 3Q as global investors keep one 
foot in safe haven Treasuries while extending their other foot into credit and equities. The Agg returned 
0.6% in 3Q and 6.8% YTD. Bank loans gained 4.1% in 3Q but are -0.8% YTD. High yield was up 4.6% in 3Q 
and is back in the black with a 0.6% YTD return. Finally, emerging markets debt rebounded 2.3% in 3Q but 
is still down -0.5% YTD.

Opportunities in Fixed Income: 

 � The recovery remains hinged on potential vaccine approval, distribution, and adoption. Meanwhile, 
the U.S. presidential election, relief stimulus progress, and COVID-19 cases resurging or receding will 
continue to drive short-term volatility.

 � The Fed is committed to holding rates near zero through 2023. It is projecting moderate GDP, 
improving employment, and low inflation. An accommodative Fed should continue to provide a 
tailwind to credit. While it is impossible to predict the Congressional debate on the status of the 
next stimulus package, we can still be assured of a long enough runway for future stimulus. U.S. 
government debt is higher than ever at 140% of GDP, but still lower than Japan’s 200%.

 � Credit downgrade and fallen angel activity declined and remained at pre-pandemic levels in 3Q. 
The expectation is for both downgrades and fallen angels to remain low in the coming quarters as 
those that have occurred for sectors marred by this pandemic — energy, retail, etc. — are generally 
behind us.

 � Bank loan spreads still show value, but high yield spreads are now at long-term averages and signal 
less compelling value. Bank loan and CLO issuance sprang back to life in September as demand is 
gradually returning. Meanwhile, bank loan and high yield maturity walls are still pushed out. In terms 
of key credit indicators, new issuance use of proceeds and aggressive issuance are still benign, but 
leverage, coverage, issuance, and outstanding are approaching concerning levels.

 � EMD spreads remain wide and are still showing value. However, given their poorer healthcare 
infrastructures, smaller EM economies may struggle with the pandemic longer.

Risks in Fixed Income: 

 � The yield curve is still near historic lows and remains relatively flat despite rising and steepening from 
April through August. It fell and flattened in September, but the key risk is for rates to potentially rise 
and the curve to steepen dramatically in an eventual recovery from the pandemic, which would be a 
headwind to core bonds.

 � Market-implied inflation remains below realized inflation, showing investor pessimism. The expected 
trajectory for inflation remains low given the overabundance of oil (which factors into the costs of all 
goods), flexibility of oil producers to turn on rigs, and growth of the services and technology sectors 
that rely less on commodities.
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 � Both bank loan and high yield default rates have reached the approximate 5% mark as expected, and 
the expectation is another 5–10% in defaults to reach a roughly 10–15% total default rate attributed 
to this pandemic. However, the key dynamic to keep in mind here is that historically spreads tighten 
well before defaults peak, as they did in 2008 and as they have during this crisis.

 � Market distress levels reached close to 2008 Global Financial Crisis levels at the end of March but have 
declined to below 2015 Shale Crisis levels. However, distress levels are still quite high. Depending on 
vaccine progress, we may see distress levels resurge.

 � The expected trajectory for the dollar is a weakening trend as the carry advantage in U.S. yields 
relative to non-U.S. is much lower today.

We continue to recommend strategic allocations to fixed income portfolios. Diversification will be especially 
important in the coming quarters to provide principal protection if the market pulls back due to potential 
COVID second/third waves, further delays in vaccine development, and election volatility. Diversification 
is also important for capturing the upside upon approval and distribution of the vaccine. Fixed income 
valuations, fundamentals, and technicals are no longer as attractive as they were at the end of 2Q and 
are more moderate with some areas of concern. However, the ongoing expectation is for fixed income 
allocations to provide yield, diversification, principal protection, and liquidity for portfolios.

U.S. EQUITY
The U.S. equity market continued its steep upward climb throughout most of the third quarter before 
facing some downward pressure. The S&P 500 surged 5.6% in July and then another 7.2% in August, 
eventually eclipsing its February 19th, 2020 record level. However, market euphoria waned in September 
as valuations reached new highs. From a statistical perspective, this recent market decline is not totally 
surprising as September only posts positive returns 47% of the time. Motivated by factors including 
valuation concerns, profit-taking, the fears of a virus resurgence, or the lack of stimulus progress, investors 
started to sell what they had previously coveted most: growth stocks. The NASDAQ 100 index, which 
tracks the largest technology companies in the U.S., fell into correction territory (signified by a decline of 
10% or more). Collectively, the FAAMG stocks of Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft, and Google fell 
9.1% in September and high-flying stock Tesla declined 33.7% on news that it would not become a part of 
the S&P 500 index. In general, the most expensive stocks were down on average -5.2%.  

With market turmoil sharply focused on growth stocks, value stocks were finally able to outperform their 
growth counterparts, at least in the large-cap space. The Russell 1000 Growth index returned -4.7% in 
September while the Russell 1000 Value index returned -2.5%. However, growth still leads value over 
the quarter and year-to-date periods by 7.6% and 35.9%, respectively. Mid-cap and small-cap stocks still 
lagged their larger-cap peers in the quarter and year. The COVID-19 cloud continues to hang over smaller 
companies, which have less access to capital markets and are deemed risky. As a result, we are still waiting 
for small-caps to consistently lead the bear market rally. Thankfully for investors with diversified holdings, 
sector performance has been more balanced in recent months. Technology was the fourth best performing 
sector for the quarter while Consumer Discretionary was the best performing sector, up 15.1% as retailers 
reopened stores. More cyclical sectors including Materials, up 13.3%, and Industrials, up 12.5%, came in 
second and third. Energy was still the worst performing sector for the quarter and year-to-date periods, 
down -19.7% and -48.1%, respectively.   

Even though the S&P 500 index has exceeded its February high, we are not ready to declare that the coast 
is clear. The U.S. economy is still in recession, the unemployment rate is 7.9%, and COVID-19 continues to 
infect thousands of Americans each day as the search for a vaccine drags on. Consequently, we expect 
volatility to remain above its historical average in the coming months.
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Opportunities in U.S. Equity: 

 � Domestic large-cap equities are now trading in the top decile of their historical valuation range. Mid-
cap stocks are trading at above average valuations but are not as rich as large-cap stocks. Small-cap 
stocks are fairly valued and have still not surpassed their 2018 peak. As the economy improves and/
or a vaccine is found, we believe relatively undervalued areas like small-cap equities will benefit the 
most. 

 � Cyclical sectors are starting to show some signs of life. Despite September’s decline, FAAMG stocks 
are still up 42.0% for the year while the bottom 495 stocks in the S&P 500 are down 1.8%. The recovery 
will not be secure until most stocks have rebounded past their prior peaks

Risks in U.S. Equity:

 � Elections represent uncertainty, which serves as a headwind to investor confidence. While market 
returns are usually positive around U.S. presidential elections (barring a recession), we will be closely 
monitoring implications of the results on corporate taxes and regulatory regimes. 

 � Generally, valuations are above historical averages for U.S. equities. We expect to see continued 
volatility as third quarter earnings season progresses. Wall Street analysts expect third quarter 
earnings to improve upon the second quarter’s record decline. 

 � Many of the CARES Act benefits have expired in recent months, and Congress has not agreed to 
additional stimulus measures as of this writing. There is no doubt that the CARES Act contributed 
to stronger consumer spending in the second and third quarter. Without another stimulus package, 
corporate earnings may not meet analyst expectations and the recovery in equities may falter.

 � COVID-19 remains the dominant factor that will impact the trajectory of the U.S. equity market. Some 
companies have benefitted from the “Stay at Home” dynamic while others have faltered. A vaccine 
or lower infection rates will be essential to stabilize the markets and broaden the recovery. 

NON-U.S. EQUITY
After five straight positive months equities pulled back in September though still had strong third quarter 
returns with the MSCI ACWI Index, the global equity benchmark, returning 8.1%. In 3Q, emerging markets 
(“EM”) significantly outperformed developed markets (“DM”), 9.6% vs. 4.8%. Small-caps for both EM and 
DM outperformed their larger-cap counterparts. Year-to-date, growth and momentum have been the 
strongest factors while value and yield have been the weakest. Looking at sector performance, IT has been 
the standout, returning 16.8% year to date compared to the broad ACWI ex-U.S. benchmark losing 5.4%. 
Tech has flourished this year as consumers have shifted online. Many internet businesses have performed 
well in the stay at home environment. This has contributed to the notable outperformance of growth over 
value. 

We have seen a continuation of unprecedented monetary and fiscal stimulus in response to COVID-19, with 
packages or key rate cuts in more than 20 developed and emerging countries. Of note, in July the European 
Union (EU) announced a €750B rescue package. This stimulus program will be financed by issuance of EU 
bonds and the debt will be serviced by the EU budget. Additionally, the funds are allocated based on 
need rather than size of contribution to the EU budget. The rescue package represents roughly 5% of the 
region’s GDP. 

The unprecedented monetary and fiscal support has helped drive the strong returns for global equities. 
As a result, valuations metrics are high, especially when looking at earnings multiples, both trailing and 
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forward. This is due in large part to the low interest rate environment, which became lower in 2020 as 
a result of COVID. While the low rates are supportive of high multiples, we do think this gives equities 
less wiggle room to navigate negative surprises. As we enter 2021, there are several events to watch for 
including the U.S. elections, Brexit negotiations, and COVID-19 vaccine progress.

Opportunities in Non-U.S. Equities:

 � Accommodative central banks have bolstered the market from immediate pandemic effects and 
have provided a level of business stability. 

 � Composite PMIs across the globe continue to come off of second quarter lows. China, U.S., Eurozone, 
UK, and Japan have all improved over the last five months. Also, spending is in part backed by 
government programs that supported business and maintained employment.

 � China is still leading the economic restart post-pandemic. China not only held up during the 
drawdown, but has outperformed in the rebound. With the A-share inclusion, this market provides 
a vast array of investment opportunities, many of which are capitalizing on consumer and internet 
business trends.  

 � COVID-19 vaccine trials continue to progress leading to increased market optimism. Over the last 
nine months growth stocks have benefitted from the stay at home environment, leading to larger 
valuation spreads to value stocks. A vaccine and a return to a more “normal” environment could serve 
as a catalyst for a sharp rebound in cyclicals. Looking past that, the low interest rate environment is 
still supportive for growth stocks. 

Risks in Non-U.S. Equities:

 � A second, unconstrained wave of COVID-19 in the fall/winter would likely cause both international 
and domestic markets to plunge. It should be noted that during the most comparable pandemic in 
history, the second phase of the Spanish Flu a century ago was deadlier than the first. Fortunately, 
there have been extraordinary advances in the worldwide race to develop a COVID-19 vaccine by 
next year.

 � Relative to U.S. equities, non-U.S. equities are generally more cyclical and reliant on global 
economic growth. A continued global economic slowdown is likely to disproportionately impact 
non-U.S. equities.

 � Monetary and fiscal policy has been supportive of equity returns, leading to high earnings multiples 
across the globe. Earnings growth for 2021 is expected to be strong; however, given the high 
expectations and high valuations, negative surprises can lead to meaningful losses. 

 � The possibility of a hard Brexit remains a risk. The transition period ends in December 2020 and no 
real progress on a deal has been made. PM Boris Johnson has stated that he is willing to end the 
transition period without a trade deal.

HEDGE FUNDS
Hedge funds posted solid gains in the third quarter and are now positive on the year. The group 
participated in the market rally in July and August and held up better than the S&P 500 during the 
September correction. Equity hedge strategies were some of the strongest performers in the quarter. 
Within the group, technology and healthcare funds continue to stand out — up 18% and 10%, respectively, 
year to date. Event-driven strategies also performed well in the quarter, with gains across a range of sub-
strategies including arbitrage, activist, and distressed. Macro hedge funds posted more modest gains 
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for the quarter, with the correction in gold and silver negatively impacting some managers. Volatility Risk 
Premium, as measured by the CBOE PutWrite Index, also had a strong quarter — up 7.2%, capturing 80% 
of the S&P 500’s quarterly return.

Opportunities in Hedge Funds:

 � Hedge funds should be best positioned to manage the ongoing uncertainty and volatility in the 
market — to both provide diversification and relative protection from unpredictable market swings 
as well as generate alpha from both the winners and losers created by COVID-19.

 � Hedge funds with solidly positive returns and low volatility can help bridge gaps in portfolios 
negatively impacted by near-zero interest rates. 

 � There is likely to be a steady stream of companies requiring capital infusions and restructurings, as 
many entered the year over-levered and will struggle to manage their business post-COVID.

 � Volatility Risk Premium strategies are well positioned with a still-elevated VIX Index and above-
average option premiums but now generally lower realized volatility.

Risks in Hedge Funds:

 � Hedge funds generally perform best when market dispersion is highest and may struggle to the 
extent that macro and other external factors drive the market.

 � Hedged strategies with below market beta should be expected to trail in strong bull markets, with 
diversification benefits more evident over a full market cycle. 

 � Credit spreads may remain narrow for the foreseeable future, with the Fed’s intervention across 
credit markets limiting alpha opportunities.

While the volatility of September was nowhere near what we experienced earlier this year, it did remind 
us that things rarely move in a straight line. From here, we face a contentious U.S. presidential election, 
heightened expectations for a vaccine, and a new potential COVID-19 catalyst in flu season. Hedge funds, 
with their more flexible investment mandates and ability to go long and short securities, should be best 
positioned to navigate and generate alpha in this uncertain environment. With rates near lows and equity 
valuations near highs, incorporating hedge funds into a portfolio can improve both risk and return metrics. 

REAL ESTATE
Much attention will be paid to the 3Q release of NFI-ODCE and NPI Index performance published at 
the end of October after the respective indexes experienced their first quarter of negative performance 
in over 10 years. NFI-ODCE experienced a pullback of -1.6% while the NPI Index declined 1.0% in the 
second quarter. Second quarter performance was deeply impacted by the fallout of the COVID pandemic, 
particularly in retail and office. Preliminary return projections estimate final 3Q returns being flat to slightly 
positive, with slightly positive income and slightly negative price appreciation.

Property valuations are backward-looking; thus, if the preliminary estimates are accurate, slightly negative 
appreciation numbers may reflect the dip in rent payments and occupancy rates experienced at the end 
of the first quarter, through the second quarter, and somewhat into the third quarter. Much of this was 
experienced in the retail space, as 2Q rent collection for the sector was 56% versus the 95+% rates of the 
other three ODCE sectors. Slightly negative appreciation may also reflect dampening sentiment for the 
office sector. While net operating income (“NOI”) remains stable in the near term, growth will likely remain 
dormant until the end of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
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At the same time, most investors hope that the worst of the economic shutdowns are behind us and 
positive data trends in rental payments and occupancy rates are on the horizon. Ranking property types by 
those most likely to perform well in the future  — out of the pandemic — are (1) industrial, (2) multifamily, 
(3) office, and (4) retail.

Opportunities in Real Estate:

 � Value-add strategies that focus on NOI;

 � Industrials taking advantage of an evolving landscape in the asset class such as cold storage;

 � Properties with low GDP sensitivity, high operating margins, high tenant retention, and positive or 
neutral technology impact (e.g., manufactured housing, single-family rental, active adult, medical 
office, life science, self-storage, data centers);

 � Cap rates are still attractive relative to risk-free Treasuries.

Risks in Real Estate:

 � Write-downs in the retail sector, particularly regional malls;

 � Extremely limited appreciation upside (very little cap rate compression expected);

 � Sectors with declining occupancy rates (retail, office);

 � Exposure of opportunistic (development) funds to the economic slowdown;

 � Portfolios with significant urban multifamily and office properties may be facing short term NOI and 
long-term occupancy headwinds, respectively;

 � Office facing long-term risks, as some tenants may shift to permanent remote work models and 
reduce their office footprints. Long-term drops in demand could drive significant declines to both 
appreciation and NOI. 

INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure continued to feel the impact of the pandemic across global economies and markets as 
the virus ebbed and flowed throughout the third quarter. GDP-sensitive assets like airports, ports, and 
terminals continued to face the same headwinds that appeared in March. Toll roads and midstream assets 
saw positive trends during the quarter as economies continued to reopen allowing for some recovery in 
those assets. Regulated assets remain stable as consumer demand for heat and electricity are relatively 
inelastic. With a second wave of the virus likely to take hold over the winter months there is a strong 
likelihood GDP-sensitive asset could face more pressure.

Opportunities in Infrastructure:

 � Despite the market downturn, there are still trillions of dollars needed for infrastructure investments 
globally which continues to drive demand for the asset class. 

 � Distributed/regulated assets: Heat, water, and electricity remain essential to daily life whether at 
home or at work, and regulated businesses generally have an obligation to serve customers during 
a pandemic. These businesses are expected to be less affected than other market segments during 
this period. 

 � Contracted/Power: Solar, wind, and natural gas generation businesses generally have long-term 
contractual agreements with investment grade counterparties and are expected to fare well during 
this crisis. 
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 � Assets such as cell towers, data centers, and fiber are favorably positioned as these companies are 
well capitalized and enjoy the benefits of data growth and regulated utilities’ revenues generally 
have no link to the pricing or volume of the underlying commodity be it water, electricity, or gas. 

 � Storage: Lower commodity prices, particularly crude oil, has led to an increase in demand for storage 
businesses.

Risks in Infrastructure:

 � GDP-sensitive assets such as airports, ports, midstream energy, toll roads, rail, and marine shipping 
have been more affected with the likelihood of that continuing into 2021.

 � Global travel restrictions are likely to drag on through the remainder of the year and will continue to 
impact airline and airport revenues. 

 � Decreased volumes at maritime terminals have impacted both supply and demand.

Overall, infrastructure is expected to be less sensitive to broader market and economic movements, 
however the asset class is not completely protected. Highly diversified infrastructure equity strategies 
with primarily contracted and regulated exposures in high income OECD economies should be better 
positioned than those with GDP-sensitive (both volume-based and commodity-linked) assets.

PRIVATE EQUITY 
Overall, private equity continues to reward investors with outperformance as compared to other asset 
classes over a longer-term horizon and many investors are looking to increase private equity allocations as 
they search for higher return opportunities. 

Historical performance supports that the best returning vintages for private equity commitments have 
occurred in the years surrounding a public market pullback, which has driven increased private equity 
interest this year. Much like previous pullbacks, the overall performance of private equity funds during 
1Q did not retreat or trough as deeply as public markets as private equity managers protected value and 
benefited from the timing lag due to the quarterly valuation process. Following the quick market rebound 
that occurred during 2Q, the public to private market valuation spread expended to near record levels with 
capital being deployed on average at ~10.0x for private market buyout transactions through September as 
compared to the Russell 2000 trading at 17x. This widening valuation disconnect provides a strong relative 
value opportunity and continued support for investors shifting capital to private markets.  

Though there is some concern about levels of dry powder and elevated private market multiples, we 
believe much of this risk can be managed through high quality manager selection and appropriately 
constructed private equity programs.

Opportunities in Private Equity:

 � The number of private equity-backed businesses throughout the U.S. continues to grow and the 
operational stress caused by the most recent economic pullback is likely to cause many more 
businesses to seek private equity capital over the next few years.    

 � The IPO market in 3Q has once again heated up with activity as the public markets have continued 
to reward innovation and the rapid growth opportunities of these new companies. Most notable is 
Snowflake which came public in September at a $33 billion valuation, making it the largest software 
IPO in history. The pipeline for IPOs in 4Q remains strong, and we believe the investor returns 
generated from these successful exits is likely to be recycled back into the venture capital market.
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 � The current environment has accelerated the consumer adoption curve for many innovative service 
and emerging technology businesses.

 � Overall valuations have decreased slightly with average middle market transactions through 
September at 10.0x EBITDA, down slightly from 10.1x in 2019. In our view, small buyouts remain the 
most attractive segment of the market due to a greater level of persistent inefficiency and more 
reasonable valuations with average EV/EBITDA multiples on transactions through September under 
$100 million at 8.7x, up from 7.6x in 2019. 

 � U.S. private market opportunities are still more attractive than international opportunities due to the 
depth of the market, more stable underlying fundamentals, and lack of currency risk.

 � We expect 2020 private equity commitments will likely produce strong absolute and relative returns 
for investors, but caution that manager selection will be critical to navigating these operationally 
difficult periods within the private markets.

Risks in Private Equity:

 � The current economic slowdown has significantly impacted operations for many smaller businesses; 
with weaker balance sheets than most larger companies, many private market companies are poorly 
positioned for a continued shutdown or second wave to this crisis. Through September, business 
stress and failures have been primarily focused within restaurants, retail, travel, and hospitality 
industries. 

 � The growing level of dry powder within the industry continues to warrant the attention of investors. 
Middle market funds have benefited the most from the strong inflows of capital into private equity 
(80% of fundraising), pushing dry powder to significantly elevated levels, with public market valuations 
and increased competition driving acquisition multiples higher.

 � New or emerging managers have experienced an increasingly challenging fundraising environment 
without the ability for in-person meetings and due diligence on-sites. LPs have been less willing to 
approve new commitments to these unfamiliar managers and more willing to re-up with managers 
who have proven platforms. 

 � With increasing segmentation of strategies across the private market landscape, investor caution 
is warranted when looking at industry metrics. Transparency and benchmarking across the industry 
remain limited. 

Private equity is an attractive and growing allocation for most institutional investors as an asset class that 
continues to deliver strong returns. The relative fundamentals remain strong and provide a compelling 
opportunity for investors to accelerate their investment pace or raise their long-term allocation target in 
order to benefit from the illiquid risk premium provided by these private investments. 

PRIVATE CREDIT
Private credit deal activity is highly correlated to overall private equity market activity and due to the 
headwinds caused by the fallout from the pandemic, private equity M&A activity is down year-over-year, 
which has triggered a pullback in the private credit market. So far in 2020, only 55 private credit funds have 
closed totaling over $51 billion, a pace far behind 2019’s total of 160 funds and $144 billion. First-time funds 
have been hit hard with only three such funds closing in 2020.

Alternatively, opportunistic and distressed private strategies have gained popularity against the same 
COVID-induced backdrop. 2020 has been a record year for investment grade and high yield bonds with 
U.S. companies issuing $1.5 trillion and $330 billion,1 respectively. While many large companies with strong, 
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Source: Pitchbook

Exhibit 1:  Fundraising by Year
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liquid balance sheets have been able to access traditional capital markets, numerous smaller, more levered 
companies have not been as fortunate as traditional banks are reluctant to lend during volatile periods. 
Furthermore, the COVID pandemic has exasperated problems for companies whose businesses were 
challenged prior to the economic shutdowns in the spring and those who have been negatively affected 
due to social distancing such as restaurants and travel oriented businesses. Finally, companies that were 
trying to refinance existing debt loads in 2020 are finding this environment challenging. This dynamic has 
bifurcated borrowers but created an opportunity for distressed and opportunistic lenders to fill the void 
left by the banks. 

Source: Pitchbook as of September 30, 2019. All public index values 
are CAGRs.

Exhibit 2:  Horizon IRRs for Debt Funds Compared 
to Public Indices (%)

Strategy 1-Yr 3-Yr 5-Yr 10-Yr 

Debt 5 7 6 9

S&P 500 4 13 11 14

Russell 3000 3 13 11 13

Russell 2000 Growth -10 10 9 13

Morningstar US Real 
Assets 1 2 2 4

Bloomberg Barclays US 
Corporate High Yield 6 6 5 8

Performance for many private credit funds 
bounced back in the second quarter after a 
significant pullback in the first quarter, which 
ranged from -0.4% to -21%, but many fund 
valuations still lag fourth quarter 2019 highs. 
While it is still widely agreed that the market 
is heading in the right direction, the situation 
remains fragile as we wait for a highly anticipated 
COVID vaccine. The private credit market will 
remain in flux until private equity M&A activity 
returns to pre-COVID levels.

Opportunities in Private Credit:

 � Borrowers, particularly private equity 
sponsors, are likely to seek financing 
partners with whom they have worked 
with in the past. Additionally, sponsors 
will prefer lenders that can provide a 
flexible financing solution across the debt capital structure, both senior and junior debt. These 
undercurrents will likely benefit the well-funded, dynamic debt platforms who have existing strong 
sponsor relationships and already have a large part of the direct lending market share. 

 � Lending terms are returning to normal levels as creditors focus on the quality of earnings, and 
covenants are used more broadly to protect investors. Additionally, during a crisis, investors earn 
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higher returns as a result of more considerable origination fees and higher yields driven by creditors’ 
hesitation to lend during periods of uncertainty. Alternatively, businesses that have grown during the 
COVID pandemic are likely to take advantage of the low interest rate environment and lock in record 
low cost financing, providing creditors the opportunity to lend to high quality businesses with strong 
balance sheets. 

 � Sponsor based direct lending strategies remain an attractive sector as these loans provide an 
attractive yield in a yield-starved environment and have experienced lower default rates compared 
to other areas of private debt. 

 � Non-sponsor direct lending strategies remain attractive due to the return premiums and outsized 
yields versus other fixed income asset classes.  

 � Private credit secondary strategies, such as LP interests and GP restructurings, provide investors 
access to attractive assets at significant discounts. Moreover, investors can still conduct due diligence 
on secondary assets even though they have limited ability to travel and meet with management 
teams. Investment funds and organizations that have deep relationships and experience as primary 
private credit fund investors have an informational advantage when it comes to secondary investing.

 � Distressed opportunities have become more attractive following a significant slowdown in economic 
growth post-COVID. Due to the low interest rate environment and government aid to specific 
industries, a distressed credit market environment is likely to develop slowly over a longer period of 
time compared to other periods of market stress. 

Risks in Private Credit:

 � The possibility of another widespread national shutdown looms large over investors’ minds as many 
businesses with challenged balance sheets and/or liquidity would likely be pushed to the brink of 
bankruptcy.

 � The Fed and the U.S. Department of the Treasury have taken extraordinary measures to help support 
the consumer, the economy, and the capital markets. If those government agencies were to pull-back 
or cease those efforts, businesses might not be able to access the liquidity they need, or consumer 
spending could be hindered.

 � COVID-19 has irreparably changed many businesses, and those companies may never achieve pre-
pandemic levels of revenue and profitability. Investments made in these businesses before COVID 
will be challenged going forward. 

 � Due to the low M&A volume and the inability to refinance existing debt, many private credit funds 
suspended or cut distributions. Many borrowers that deferred payment in the first and second quarter 
have resumed payments as businesses have rebounded and their financial outlooks have stabilized.  

While much uncertainty exists in today’s market, opportunities in private credit still exist in strategies 
such as distressed, sponsor based direct lending, and secondaries. Alternatively, investors must proceed 
with caution and invest with managers who are well versed in unpredictable economic environments. 
We expect a recovery to take place over the long-term, but the quicker economic activity returns to pre-
pandemic levels, the faster downward performance pressure on the asset class will be alleviated. Over 
the long term, we believe that a private credit allocation is a valuable return enhancer and diversifier for 
a client’s portfolio, despite the potential short-term headwinds that may emerge until the pandemic has 
disappeared. 

1 Scaggs, Alexandra. 29 Sept. 2020. “The Fed’s Intervention Has Created an Opportunity in an Overlooked Corner of the Credit Market: 
Leveraged Loans.” Barron’s.

https://www.barrons.com/articles/the-federal-reserve-has-created-an-investment-opportunity-in-leveraged-loans-51601406071
https://www.barrons.com/articles/the-federal-reserve-has-created-an-investment-opportunity-in-leveraged-loans-51601406071
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CONCLUSION
The final quarter of 2020 will be driven by four primary themes:

 � U.S. election results;

 � Additional economic stimulus packages, particularly in the U.S.;

 � Second and potential third waves of outbreaks;

 � Ultimate development, approval, delivery, and efficacy of a vaccine.

While the word has been used ad nauseam to describe the current state of the world, we truly are in 
unprecedented times; there is no proven playbook to navigate portfolio management in the current 
environment. Our ongoing guidance to clients during the pandemic is to remain disciplined and adhere 
to long-term policy targets, recognizing that volatility will remain elevated for the foreseeable future. The 
results of the election on November 3rd will provide some clarity on future tax and economic policy that 
will impact both the U.S. and the rest of the world, but the most looming issue is what the trajectory of 
the pandemic looks like. Presently, numbers are moving in the wrong direction with the U.S. recently 
setting a new record for number of new cases and hospitalizations contuing to rise. While approval and 
distribution of a vaccine will not completely eliminate COVID-19, the hope is that it will slow and then 
ultimately contain the outbreak, which will provide clarity and calm to financial markets. Until then, the 
bumpy ride is expected to continue.
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